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Type Inference with Constrained TypesMartin Sulzmann�Yale UniversityDepartment of Computer ScienceNew Haven, CT 06520-8285sulzmann@cs.yale.edu
Martin OderskyUniversity of South AustraliaSchool of Computer and Information ScienceThe Levels, South Australia 5095odersky@cis.unisa.edu.auMartin WehrUniversity of EdinburghLaboratory for Foundations of Computer Sciencewehr@dcs.ed.ac.ukResearch Report YALEU/DCS/RR-1129, April 1997AbstractIn this paper we present a general framework HM(X)for Hindley/Milner style type systems with constraints.HM(X) stays in the tradition of the Hindley/Milnertype system. Type systems in HM(X) are sound un-der a standard untyped compositional semantics thatguarantees the slogan `well{typed programs can not gowrong'. Furthermore, we can give a generic type infer-ence algorithm for HM(X). Under su�cient conditionson X, type inference will always compute the principaltype of a term. An instance of our framework whichdeals with polymorphic records is discussed. Also, wegive a subtyping extension SHM(X) of our HM(X) sys-tem. In particular, the type inference algorithm forsubtypes computes principal types. Simpli�cation ofthe constraints inferred by the type inference algorithmis discussed for HM(X) and SHM(X).1 IntroductionWe study an extension of the Hindley/Milner [Mil78]system with constraints. Cardelli/Wegner [CW85] gavean early survey about general research directions. Rey-nolds [Rey85] and Mitchell [Mit84] are foundational pa-pers that develop basic concepts of constraints and sub-typing. There are examples for extensions of the Hind-ley/Milner system with records [Oho95, R�em89], over-loading [Jon92, Kae92, VHJW96, NP93, CHO92, OWW95],and subtyping [CCH+89, BSvG95, AW93, EST95b]. Ageneral extension of the Hindley/Milner with quali�ed�Supported by a Yale University Fellowship.

types can be found in [Jon92]. We discuss Jones ap-proach in more detail in the section about related work.R�emy [R�em92] extends the Hindley/Milner type systemwith a sorted equational theory. His approach is veryclose in spirit to ours. But he restricts his attentionto equality constraints whereas our approach gives afoundation for more general constraint systems. Ex-tensions of Hindley/Milner with constraints are also in-creasingly popular in program analysis [DHM95, TJ92].Palsberg [Pal95] gave an e�cient inference algorithm fora calculus of objects. The main feature of his systemis that he does not use the Hindley/Milner approach totype inference. It remains to be seen how his approachis related to ours.Even though these type systems use di�erent con-straint domains, they are largely alike in their type-theoretic aspects. In this paper we present a generalframework HM(X) for Hindley/Milner style type sys-tems with constraints, analogous to the CLP(X) frame-work in constraint logic programming [JM94]. Partic-ular type systems can be obtained by instantiating theparameter X to a speci�c constraint system. The Hind-ley/Milner system itself is obtained by instantiating Xto the trivial constraint system.By and large, the treatment of constraints in typesystems has been syntactic : constraints were regardedas sets of formulas, often of a speci�c form. On theother hand, constraint programming now generally usesa semantic de�nition of constraint systems, taking aconstraint system as a cylindric algebra with some ad-ditional properties [HMT71, Sar93]. Cylindric algebrasde�ne a projection operator 9�� that binds some sub-



set of variables �� in the constraint. In the usual casewhere constraints are boolean algebras, projection cor-responds to existential quanti�cation.Following the lead of constraint programming, wetreat a constraint system as a cylindric algebra with aprojection operator. Projection is very useful for ourpurposes for two reasons: First, projection allows us toformulate a logically pleasing and pragmatically usefulrule (8 Intro) for quanti�er introduction:(8 Intro) C ^D;� ` e : � �� 62 fv(C) [ fv(�)C ^ 9��:D;� ` e : 8��:D ) �where C and D are constraints over the type variablesin the type context � and the type scheme �.Second, projection is an important source of op-portunities for simplifying constraints [Jon95, Pot96,EST95a]. In our framework, simplifying means chang-ing the syntactic representation of a constraint withoutchanging its denotation. For example, the subtypingconstraint 9�:(� � �) ^ (� � )can safely be simpli�ed to(� � )since the denotation is the same for both constraints.Without the projection operator, the two constraintswould be di�erent, since one restricts the variable �while the other does not.Two of the main strengths of the Hindley/Milnersystem are a type soundness result and the existence of atype inference algorithm that computes principal types.HM(X) stays in the tradition of the Hindley/Milnertype system. Type systems in HM(X) are sound under astandard untyped compositional semantics provided theunderlying constraint system X is sound. This resultcan be summarized in the slogan `well{typed programscan not go wrong'. One of the key ideas of our pa-per is to present su�cient conditions on the constraintdomain X so that the principal types property carriesover to HM(X). The conditions are fairly simple andnatural. For those constraint systems meeting the con-ditions, we present a generic type inference algorithmthat will always yield the principal type of a term.To this purpose, we represent the typing problem it-self as a constraint. Generally, the constraint system Xneeds to be rich system to express all constraint prob-lems. On the left hand side of the turnstyle and in typeschemes we only admit a subset of constraints in X thatare in so{called solved form. The task of type inferenceis then to split a typing problem into a substitution anda residual constraint in solved form. This we call con-straint normalization. We require that normalization

always yields a \best" solution, if there is a solution atall. For those constraint systems meeting this condi-tion, we present a generic type inference algorithm thatwill always yield the principal type of a term.Our work generalizesMilner's results to systems withnon{trivial constraints and makes it thus possible toexperiment with new constraint domains without hav-ing to invent yet another type inference algorithm andwithout having to repeat the often tedious proofs ofsoundness and completeness of type inference.We discuss an instance of our HM(X) frameworkthat deals with polymorphic records. Namely, we showhow to encode the record calculus of Ohori [Oho95] interms of our system.Furthermore, we give an extension SHM(X) of ourHM(X) framework that deals with subtypes. The con-cept of subtyping is of great importance in many recordand object calculi. We enrich our constraint systemwith a subtype predicate between types � and � 0, de-noted by (� � � 0). In SHM(X) we additionally havethe subsumption rule. We provide an extension of ourgeneric type inference algorithm that computes prin-cipal types for SHM(X) type systems. Previous ap-proaches towards type inference with subtypes [AW93,EST95b] lack this property.In case of subtyping, simplifying constraints [Jon95,Pot96, EST95a] becomes an important issue. Type in-ference simply accumulates all constraint problems andends up in a large constraint set. One reason is thatuni�cation{based approaches to type inference with sub-types do not seem to apply. We discuss simpli�cationfor HM(X) and SHM(X).The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Wegive a characterization of constraint systems in Sec-tion 2. A general framework HM(X) for Hindley/Mil-ner style type systems with constraints is presented inSection 3. Section 4 establishes conditions on the con-straint system so that type inference is feasible anda principal types theorem holds. An instance of ourframework with polymorphic records is considered inSection 5. In Section 6 we discuss a general conditionunder which we get instances of our HM(X) frameworkfor free. We discuss an extension SHM(X) of HM(X)with subtypes in section 7. Simpli�cation is discussedin Section 8 The relationship to previous approaches isconsidered in Section 9. Section 10 concludes.2 Constraint systemsWe present a characterization of constraint systems alongthe lines of Henkin [HMT71] and Saraswat [Sar93]. Werestate the de�nitions of a simple and a cylindric con-straint system. Furthermore, we introduce the new no-2



tion of a term constraint system.De�nition 1 (Simple Constraint System) A simpleconstraint system is a structure (
; `e ) where 
 is anon{empty set of tokens or (primitive) constraints. Wealso refer to such constraints as predicates. The relation`e� p
�
 is a decidable entailment relation where p
is the set of �nite subsets of 
. We call C 2 p
 a con-straint set or simply a constraint.A constraint system (
; `e ) must satisfy for all con-straints C;D 2 p
:C1 C `e P whenever P 2 C andC2 C `e Q wheneverC `e P for all P 2 D and D `e QWe extend `e to be a relation on p
� p
 by: C `e Di� C `e P for every P 2 D. Furthermore, we de�neC =e D i� C `e D and D `e C. The term `e C isan abbreviation for ; `e C and true = fP j ; `e Pgrepresents the true element.By the following lemma we can identify the minimalconstraint ; as a representation for true.Lemma 1 Given a simple constraint system constraint(
; `e ). Then true =e ;.Remark 1 For simplicity, we omit set notation for con-straints. We connect constraints by ^ instead of theunion operator [. Also, we omit to enclose simple con-straints P in opening and closing braces. That means,P ^Q is an abbreviation for fPg [ fQg.De�nition 2 (Cylindric Constraint System) A cylin-dric constraint system is a structure CCS = (
; `e;Var; f9� j� 2 Varg) such that:� (
; `e ) is a simple constraint system,� Var is an in�nite set of variables,� For each variable � 2 Var, 9� : p
! p
is an operation satisfying:E1 C `e 9�:CE2 C `e D implies 9�:C `e 9�:DE3 9�:(C ^ 9�:D) =e 9�:C ^ 9�:DE4 9�:9�:C =e 9�:9�:CThe next de�nition de�nes the free type variablesfv(C) of a constraint C.De�nition 3 (Free Variables) Let C be a constraint.Then fv(C) = f� j 9�:C 6=e Cg.We now de�ne satis�ability of a constraint.De�nition 4 (Satis�ability) Let C be a constraint.Then C is satis�able i� `e 9fv(C):C.

The next lemma states that the projection operatordoes not inuence the satis�ability of a constraint.Lemma 2 Let C be a constraint. Then C is satis�ablei� 9�:C is satis�able.We now introduce a much more expressive constraintsystem. We want to deal with types and substitutions.De�nition 5 (Types) A type is a member ofT =Term(�) where Term(�) is the term algebra T builtup from a signature � = (Var, Cons). Var is a set ofvariables and Cons is a set of type constructors contain-ing at least the function constructor ! of arity 2.A type context t[] is a type with a hole and is de�nedby t[] ::= [] j � jt[]! t[] jT t[] : : : t[]where � 2 T and T stands for a type constructor inCons besides !.De�nition 6 (Substitutions) A substitution � is anidempotent mapping from a set of variables Var to theterm algebra Term(�). Let id be the identity substitu-tion.De�nition 7 (Term Constraint System) A term con-straint system T CST = (
; `e ;Var; f9� j� 2 Varg)over a term algebra T is a cylindric constraint systemwith predicates of the formp(�1; : : : ; �n) (�i 2 T )such that the following holds:� For each pair of types �; � 0 there is an equalitypredicate (� = � 0) in T CST , which satis�es:D1 `e (� = �)D2 (� = �) `e (� = �)D3 (� = �) ^ (� = ) `e (� = )D4 (� = �) ^ 9�:C ^ (� = �) `e CD5 (� = � 0) `e (t[� ] = t[� 0])where t[] is a type context� For each predicate P ,D6 [�=�]P =e 9�:P ^ (� = �)where � 62 fv(�)Remark 2 Conditions D1 { D4 are the conditions im-posed on a cylindric constraint system with diagonal el-ements, which is usually taken as the foundation of con-straint programming languages. D4 says that equals canbe substituted for equals; it is in e�ect the Leibniz prin-ciple. D5 states that (=) is a congruence. D6 connectsthe syntactic operation of a substitution over predicateswith the semantic concepts of projection and equality.Substitution is extended to arbitrary constraints in thecanonical way:[�=�](P1 ^ : : : ^ Pn) = [�=�]P1 ^ : : : ^ [�=�]Pn:3



(Var) C;� ` x : � (x : � 2 �)(Equ) C;� ` e : � `e (� = � 0)C;� ` e : � 0(Abs) C;�x:x : � ` e : � 0C;�x ` �x:e : � ! � 0(App) C;� ` e1 : �1 ! �2 C;� ` e2 : �1C;� ` e1e2 : �2(Let) C;�x ` e : � C;�x:x : � ` e0 : � 0C;�x ` let x = e in e0 : � 0(8 Intro) C ^D;� ` e : � �� 62 fv(C) [ fv(�)C ^ 9��:D;� ` e : 8��:D ) �(8 Elim) C;� ` e : 8��:D ) � 0 C `e [��=��]DC;� ` e : [��=��]� 0Figure 1: Logical type systemThe intention of a term constraint system T CST is toexpress uni�cation problems through the equality pred-icate (=). A term constraint system T CST is a verypowerful constraint system. In the latter we distinguisha speci�c subset of constraints in T CST . We denote thisset by S . We say the constraints in S are in solved form.We put in general the following conditions on S:S1 S � T CSTS2 Each C 2 S is satis�ableS3 If C 2 S and C `e (� = � 0) then `e (� = � 0)S4 If C 2 S then 9�:C 2 SRemark 3 Condition S3 prohibits equality predicatesin S. Equality predicate should be resolved in S by akind of uni�cation. Condition S4 enforces that S isclosed under projection. For a special instance of a termconstraint system T CST we might put some further re-strictions on the set S of constraints in solved form.Some basic lemmas follow.Lemma 3 (Normal Form) Let C be a constraint and� = [��=��] be a substitution. Then�C =e 9��:C ^ (�1 = �1) ^ : : : ^ (�n = �n)Lemma 4 (Substitution) Let C;D be constraints and� be a substitution such that C `e D. Then�C `e �D

3 The HM(X) frameworkThis section describes a general extension HM(X) ofthe Hindley/Milner type system with a term constraintsystem X over a term algebra T . We denote the setof solved constraints in X by S. In our type system weonly admit constraints in S . Our development is similarto the original presentation [DM82]. We work with thefollowing syntactic domains.Values v ::= x j�x:eExpressions e ::= v j ee j let e = x in eTypes � ::� � j � ! � jT ��Type schemes � ::= � j 8�:C ) �This generalizes the formulation in [DM82] in tworespects. First, types are now members of an arbitraryterm algebra, hence there might be other constructorsbesides !, with possibly non{trivial equality relations.Second, type schemes 8�:C ) � now include a con-straint component C 2 S , which restricts the types thatcan be substituted for the type variable �. On the otherhand, the language of terms is exactly as in [DM82].That is, we assume that any language constructs thatmake use of type constraints are expressible as prede-�ned values, whose names and types are recorded in theinitial type environment �0.We often use vector notation for type variables in4



type schemes. The term 8��:D ) � is an abbrevi-ation for 8�1:true ) : : :8�n:D ) � and 9��:D for9�1: : : :9�n:D.The typing rules can be found in Figure 1. Themost interesting rules are the (8 Intro) rule and the(8 Elim) rule. By rule (8 Intro) we quantify some typevariables. We often use vector notation for type vari-ables in type schemes. The term 8��:D ) � is an ab-breviation for 8�1:true ) : : :8�n:D ) � and 9��:Dfor 9�1: : : :9�n:D. Rule (Equ) becomes important ifthere are type constructors in the term algebra T withnon{trivial equality relations. The other rules are astraightforward extension of the Hindley/Milner rules.De�nition 8 (Typing Judgments) Let C be a con-straint in S, � a type environment and � a type scheme.Then C;� ` e : � is a typing judgment i� C;� ` e : �can be derived by application of the typing rules.Example 1 The Hindley/Milner system is an instanceof our type system. Let1 = (
; `e ;Var; f9� j� 2 Varg)be the minimal term constraint system. 
 contains onlyprimitive constraints of the form (� = � 0) where � and� 0 are types. We de�ne the set S of constraints insolved form as ftrueg. Then the Hindley/Milner sys-tem is equivalent to HM(1).Now, we give a type soundness theorem based on anideal semantics [MPS86]. We show that our type systemis sound, provided the underlying constraint system issound. We say a constraint system is sound if everysatis�able constraint has a monotype solution:De�nition 9 A monotype is a type � with fv(�) = ;.We let � range over monotypes.De�nition 10 A constraint system C is sound if for alltype variables �, constraints C 2 S, if `e 9�:C thenthere is a monotype � such that `e 9�:(� = �) ^ C.The soundness proof is based on an ideal semantics oftypes which is a direct extension of the semantics in[Mil78].The meaning of a term is a value in the CPO V ,where V contains at all continuous functions from V to Vand an error element W, usually pronounced \wrong".Depending on the concrete type system used, V mightcontain other elements as well. That is, we only assumethat V satisifes the inequation V � W? + V ! V .The meaning function on terms is the same as in theoriginal semantics of Hindley/Milner terms. That is,

we assume that any language constructs that make useof type contraints are expressible as prede�ned values,whose names and types are recorded in the initial typeenvironment.[[x]]� = �(x)[[�u:e]]� = �v:[[e]]�[u := v][[e e0]]� = if [[e]]� 2 V ! V ^ [[e0]]� 6=W then ([[e]]�) ([[e0]]�)elseW[[letx = e in e0]]� = [[e0]]�[x := [[e]]�]We will show in the following that the meaning of awell-typed program is always di�erent from \wrong".As a �rst step, we give a meaning to types. Following[Mil78], we let types denote ideals, i.e. downward-closedand limit-closed subsets of V . The meaning function [[�]]takes closed types and type schemes to an ideals. Onfunction types and type schemes it is de�ned as follows:[[�1 ! �2]] = ff 2 V ! V j v 2 [[�1]]) f v 2 [[�2]]g:[[8��:C ) � ]] = Tf[[[��=��]� ]] j `e [��=��]CgLemma 5 Let � be a closed type scheme. Then [[�]] isan ideal.Proof: A straightforward induction on the structureof �.Unlike in the treatment of [Mil78], a denotation of atype scheme in HM(X) can contain the error elementW. This is the case when the constraint C in a typescheme 8��:C ) � is unsati�able. In this case, the de-notation of 8��:C ) � is an empty intersection, thatis, all of V . However, we will show that none of thetype schemes arising in a type derivation of a judgmentC;� ` e : � with a satis�able �nal constraint C anda consistent type environment � can contain the errorelement W.De�nition 11 A closed type environment � is consis-tent if for all x : � 2 �, W 62 [[�]]. An arbitrary typeenvironment � is consistent if �� is consistent for alltype variable substitutions � such that �� is closed.De�nition 12 A variable environment � models a closedtyping environment �, written � j= �, if for all x : � 2�, �(x) 2 [[�]].Theorem 13 (Type Soundness) Let C;� ` e : � bea valid typing judgment in HM(C), where C is a soundconstraint system. Let � be a substitution such that ��and �� are closed and such that `e �C. Let � be avariable environment such that � j= ��. Then(1) [[e]]� 2 [[��]](2) if � is consistent then W 62 [[��]].5



Proof: A structural induction on typing derivations.There are two interesting cases.Case (Var) Then the last step of the derivation is:C;� ` x : � (x : � 2 �)Therefore x : �� 2 ��. Since � j= ��, [[x]]� = �(x) 2[[��]]. Furthermore, since � is consistent, W 62 [[��]].Case (8 Intro) Then the last step of the derivation is:C ^D;� ` e : � �� 62 fv(C) [ fv(�)C ^ 9��:D;� ` e : 8��:D ) �Let � be such that �� and �(8��:D ) �) are closed andsuch that `e �(C^9��:D). Let �� be an arbitrary vectorof monotypes such that`e 9��:(�� = ��) ^ �DSince C is sound there is at least one such vector ��. Let�0 = [��=��] � �. Then since �� 62 fv(C), �0(C ^ D) =�C ^ �0D, which expands to �C ^ 9��:(�� = ��) ^ �D.By assumption this constraint is valid. Furthermore,�0� and �0� are both closed. By the induction hy-pothesis, [[e]]� 2 [[�0� ]]. Since �� was arbitrary such that`e [��=��](�D),[[e]]� 2 Tf[[[��=��](��)]] j `e [��=��](�D)g= [[�(8��:D ) �)]]:This gives (1). Assume now that � is consistent. Againby the induction hypothesis, W 62 [[[��=��](��)]], for any�� such that `e [��=��](�D). Since, furthermore, there isat least one such ��, W 62 [[�(8��:D ) �)]].As a corollary, we get that Milner's slogan \welltypes programs do not go wrong" carries over to soundconstraint extensions.Corollary 1 Let C be a sound constraint system. Lettrue;� ` e : � be a valid closed typing judgment inHM(C). If � j= � then [[e]]� 6=W.Proof: Immediate from (1) and (2) of Theorem 13.4 Type inferenceType inference in HM(X) is performed in two steps.First, a typing problem is translated into a constraintD in the term constraint system X . Then the con-straint D is normalized. Normalizing means computinga substitution  and a residual constraint C in X suchthat  C entailsD where  C is a constraint in the set Sof constraints in solved form. To ensure that a typingproblem has a most general solution, we require thatconstraints in X have most general normalizers.

4.1 NormalizationIn this section we study normalization of constraints ina term constraint system. Below we give an axiomaticdescription of normalization. First, we introduce somepreliminary de�nitions.Preliminaries: Assume U is a �nite set of typevariables that are of interest in the situation at hand.We need a handle to compare two substitutions.De�nition 14 Let �, �0 and  be substitutions. Then ��0U � i� (�0 �  )jU = �jU .We write  � � if 9�0 :  ��0 �. Sometimes, we omitthe set U .Note that this makes the \more general" substitu-tion the smaller element in the pre{order �U . Thischoice, which reverses the usual convention in treat-ments of uni�cation (e.g. [LMM87]), was made to stayin line with the semantic notion of type instances.We make �U a partial order by identifying substitu-tions that are equal up to variable renaming, or equiv-alently, by de�ning  =U � i�  �U � and � �U  .It follows from [LMM87] that �U is a complete lowersemi{lattice where least upper bounds, if they exist,correspond to uni�cations and greatest lower boundscorrespond to anti{uni�cations.We consider now the task of normalization. Actually,a typing problem is translated in a constraint in theterm constraint system X attached with a substitution.Normalization means then computation of a principalnormal form of a constraint D from a term constraintsystem and a substitution �.De�nition 15 (Principal Normal Form) Let X bea term constraint system over a term algebra T andS be the set of solved constraints in X. Let C 2 S andD 2 X be constraints and let �, be substitutions. Then(C; ) is a normal form of (D;�) i� � �  , C `e  Dand  C = C(C; ) is principal if for all normal forms (C 0;  0) of(D;�) we have that  �  0 and C 0 `e  0C.Principal normal forms are unique up to variable re-naming:Lemma 6 (Uniqueness) Let (C; ) and (C 0;  0) be prin-cipal normal forms of (D;�). Then there is a variablerenaming �0 such that C 0 = �0C and  0 = �0 �  .That means computation of the principal normalform of (D;�) is unique. Given (D;�) we can de�nea function normalize by:normalize(D;�)= (C; ) if (C; ) principal normal form of (D;�)= fail otherwise6



(Ref) `e (� = � 0)`i � � �(� 8) C ^D `i � � �0 � 62 tv(�) [ tv(C)C `i � � 8�:D) �0(8 �) C `i [�=�]� � �0 C `e [�=�]DC `i 8�:D) � � �0Figure 2: Instance rulesIn the latter, we use the convention that when wesay the principal normal form of (D;�) exists we implythat there is a procedure which computes the principalnormal form of (D;�).Actually, a constraint problem consists of a con-straint attached with a substitution. Sometimes, it ismore convenient to think of a constraint problem simplyas a constraint. Both views are consistent if we wantto compute the principal normal form of a constraintproblem.Lemma 7 Given a constraint D 2 X and a substitu-tion �. Then (C; ) = normalize(�D; id) i� (C; ��) =normalize(D;�) where C 2 S and  a substitution.We now extend the property of having a principalnormal form to constraint systems.De�nition 16 (Principal Constraint Property)Given a term constraint system X over a term algebraT and a set of solved constraints S in X. The term con-straint system X has the principal constraint propertyif for every constraint D 2 X and substitution �, ei-ther (D;�) does not have a normal form or (D;�) hasa principal normal form.We also say that the HM(X) type system has theprincipal constraint property if X has the principal con-straint property. Furthermore, we can conclude thatevery term constraint system X which enjoys the prin-cipal constraint property de�nes a computable functionnormalize.In case of the Hindley/Milner type system (or HM(1)in terms of our notation), normalization means simplycomputation of the most general uni�er. We have inthis case:normalize((�1 = �2); �)= (true;mgu(��1; ��2) � �) if��1; ��2 are uni�able= fail otherwise

This is easy to see. Assume �rst that ��1 and ��2are uni�able and let  = mgu(��1; ��2). Thentrue `e ( � �)(�1 = �2)and (true;  ��) is minimal because  is a most generaluni�er of (��1; ��2). On the other hand, if there is nosolution to (�1 = �2), no uni�er exists at all. Thatmeans, normalization fails.4.2 The instance relationIn order to state the main results we need a handle tocompare two type schemes � and �0 with respect to aconstraint C. This relation is expressed by the termC `i � � �0, see Figure 2. It is possible to enforcethat all (8 �) steps are performed before (� 8) steps.We simply have the following new relation `i2 . Allinstance rules are the same except for the (8 �) rule:(8 �2) C `i2 [�=�]� � � 0 C `e [�=�]DC `i2 8�:D ) � � � 0 :The next lemma states that `i and `i2 are equivalent.Lemma 8 (Equivalence) Let C be a constraint and�; �0 be type schemes. Then C `i � � �0 i� C `i2� � �0.Also, the (Ref-�), (Weaken) and (Trans) rule arederivable.Lemma 9 The following inference rules are derivablefrom those in Figure 2.(Ref-�) C `i � � �(Weaken) D `e C C `i � � �0D `i � � �0(Trans) C `i �1 � �2 C `i �2 � �3C `i �1 � �37



The output of a typing problem is a triple consistingof a type scheme , a substitution, and a constraint C.We call such a triple a typing con�guration.De�nition 17 Given a constraint C and a type en-vironment �. Then a substitution � is called consis-tent with respect to C and � i� �C 2 S and for eachx : 8��:D ) � 2 � the constraint �D is in S where weassume that there are no name clashes between � and��. W.l.o.g. we can assume that each type scheme � isof the form 8��:D ) � .De�nition 18 (Typing Con�gurations) Given a typeenvironment �, a constraint C 2 S, a type scheme �and a substitution  such that  C = C,  � = � and is consistent in �. Then (C; �;  ) is a typing con-�guration with respect to �. For simplicity, we omitsometimes the phrase \with respect to �".Given typing con�gurations (C; �;  ), (C 0; �0;  0) anda type environment �. Then (C; �;  ) is more gen-eral than (C 0; �0;  0) with respect to � i�  ��0fv(�) �,C 0 `e �0C and C 0 `i �0� � �0.We write (C; �;  ) �� (C 0; �0; �).The next lemma expresses the relationship betweentyping judgments and con�gurations.Lemma 10 Let (C; �;  ) and (C 0; �0;  0) be typing con-�gurations where (C; �;  ) �� (C 0; �0;  0), � be a typeenvironment and C; � ` e : � be a typing judgment.Then we can derive the typing judgment C 0; �� ` e : �0.4.3 Type inference algorithmWe now give a generic type inference algorithm for aHM(X) type system. The algorithm can be found inFigure 3. The following de�nition is a generalization ofthe (8 Intro) rule.De�nition 19 Let C be a constraint, � be a type envi-ronment, � be a type scheme and �� = (fv(�)[fv(C))nfv(�).Then gen(C;�; �) = (9��:C;8��:C ) �).In the algorithmwe treat a type � as 8�:true ) � where� 62 fv(�) to avoid a special treatment of types in the(Var) rule. The algorithm is formulated as a deductionsystem over clauses of the form  ;C;� `W e : � withtype environment �, expression e as input values andsubstitution  , constraint C, type � as output values.For each syntactic construct of expressions e we haveone clause. In an operational reading of the type infer-ence algorithm, it constructs a bottom{up derivation of`W clauses.Type inference in HM(X) is performed in two steps.First, the results of the typing problems of the premises

are combined. This step is trivial in case of the (Abs)rule. The (Var) rule represents the base case. An initialresult is generated. In case of the (App) a uni�cationproblem is added to the combined constraints. In allcases, we get a tuple consisting of a constraint and asubstitution. A normalization step is performed whichresults in a tuple consisting of a constraint in solvedform and a substitution. This normalization is not nec-essary in case of the (Abs) rule. As a result, the algo-rithm reports a triple consisting of a constraint, a typeand a substitution.We can state that the result triple of the type in-ference algorithm `W always forms a typing con�gura-tion.Lemma 11 Given a type environment � and a term e.If  ;C;� `W e : � then (C; �;  ) is a typing con�gura-tion.Furthermore, this typing con�guration always repre-sents a vaild typing of the given term under the giventype environment.Theorem 20 (Soundness) Given a term e and a typeenvironment �. If  ;C;� `W e : � then C; � ` e :� ,  C = C and  � = � .To obtain a completeness result for type inference,we assume that we have an HM(X) type system whichful�lls the principal constraint property. Furthermore,we consider only those typing judgments C;� ` e : �where the type environment and the constraint on theleft hand side of the turnstyle are realizable, i.e. have atype instance.De�nition 21 Let C 0 be a constraint and �0 be a typeenvironment. Then �0 is realizable in C 0 i� for everyx : � 2 �0 there is a � such that C 0 `i � � � .Now, we present our completeness result. Infor-mally speaking, we want to have the following. Given aderivation C 0; �� ` e : �0, our type inference algorithmshould report a constraint that is at least as small asC 0 and a type that is at least as general as �0.Theorem 22 (Completeness) Let C 0; �� ` e : �0 bea typing judgment and �� is realizable in C 0. Then ;C;� `W e : �for some substitution  , constraint C, type � , such thatgen(C; �; �) = (Co; �o)(Co; �o;  ) �� (C 0; �0; �)8



(Var) x : (8��:D ) �) 2 � �� new(C; ) = normalize(D; [ ��=��]) jfv(�); C;� `W x :  �(Abs)  ;C;�x:x : � `W e : � � new nf�g; C;�x `W �x:e :  �! �(App)  1; C1;� `W e1 : �1  2; C2;� `W e2 : �2 0 =  1 t  2D = C1 ^ C1 ^ (�1 = �2 ! �) � new(C; ) = normalize(D; 0) jfv(�); C;� `W e1e2 :  �(Let)  1; C1;�x `W e : � (C2; �) = gen(C1;  1�; �) 2; C3;�x:x : � `W e0 : � 0 0 =  1 t  2 D = C2 ^ C3(C; ) = normalize(D; 0) jfv(�x); C;�x `W let x = e in e0 :  � 0Figure 3: Type inferenceLet us briey comment the completeness result. Weassume that we have a typing con�guration (C 0; �0; �)such that C 0; �� ` e : �0. Then if we generalize theresults of the type inference algorithm, we get a moregeneral typing con�guration.A sketch of the proofs of soundness and completenessof type inference can be found in the appendix. For amore detailed discussion we refer to [Sul97b].The completeness theorem can be simpli�ed for top{level programs to the following corollary, which statesthat our type inference algorithm computes principaltypes.Corollary 2 (Principal Types) Let true;� ` e : �be a closed typing judgment such that � is realizable intrue. Then �;C;� `W e : � for some substitution �,constraint C, such thatgen(C; ��; �) = (true; �o)`i �o � �Our type inference algorithm interleaves constraintgeneration and normalization. Each inference rule com-bines the constraint problems of the premises and per-forms then a normalization step. This treatment is dueto the (Let) rule. We only admit constraints in solvedform in a type scheme. Therefore, we have to performnormalization before we do generalization of a type.

But it is possible to generate all constraint problems�rst and perform normalization only right before wereach a (Let) clause or the root clause. The followinglemma states that we can delay normalization and per-form normalization in any order and we always get thesame result.Lemma 12 Given constraints D1; D2 in X and sub-stitutions �1; �2. Then the principal normal form of(D1 ^ D2; �1 t �2) exists i� the principal normal formof (C1 ^D2;  1 t �2) exists with (C1;  1) principal nor-mal form of (D1; �1) i� the principal normal form of(C1 ^C2;  1 t 2) exists with (C2;  2) principal normalform of (D2; �2) . Especially,normalize(D1 ^D2; �1 t �2) =normalize(C1 ^D2;  1 t �2) =normalize(C1 ^ C2;  1 t  2)where normalize(D1; �1) = (C1;  1)normalize(D2; �2) = (C2;  2)Hence, if our type inference algorithm only appliesclauses (Var), (Equ), (Abs) and (App) it is equivalent toaccumulate all typing problems �rst and perform nor-malization at the end. This can be proven by a simple9



induction on the number of inference steps and with thehelp of Lemma 12.5 A record application HM(R)Following ideas of Ohori [Oho95] we give an instanceof our HM(X) system which deals with polymorphicrecords. First, we give an instance R of a term con-straint system T CST . It must now be able to deal withconstraints on records. We also add primitive opera-tions to the initial type environment �0 that deal withrecord selection and record update. Furthermore, wediscuss the relationship of HM(R) to Ohori's calculus(In the latter we use O as an abbreviation for Ohori'scalculus). Finally, we show that R enjoys the principalconstraint property. That means, we get a type infer-ence algorithm for HM(R) which computes principaltypes.In addition to types and function types we have nowrecord types denoted by fl1 : �1; : : : ; ln : �ng where liis an element of a enumerable set of record labels. Weextend the term algebra T by adding constructorsl1 : : : ln : �1 ! : : :! �n ! fl1 : �1; : : : ; ln : �ngto the signature �. We assume that the order of the�elds does not matter. Additionally, we requireD7 `e (fl1 : �1; : : : ; ln : �ng =fl�(1) : ��(1); : : : ; l�(n) : ��(n)g)where � is a permutation on f1; : : : ; ngNote, here you can see an example for a type con-structor with non{trivial equality relation.In [Oho95] kinded types are introduced. < l : � >is a record kind intuitively denoting all records whichcontain at least a �eld label l with value � . Constraintson record types are now expressed by kinded types.That means in our constraint language we have nowconstraints of the form (� :: k) where � is a type andk is a kind. Technically, this means we add (� :: k) tothe set 
 of primitive constraints where (::) is a primi-tive predicate of arity 2. Also, we require for the termconstraint system R the following additional rules:

R1 `e (fl1 : �1; : : : ln : �ng ::< li : �i >)where l1; : : : ; ln are distinctR2 (� ::< l : �1 >) ^ (� ::< l : �2 >) `e (�1 = �2)R3 (f: : : ; l : �1; : : :g ::< l : �2 >) `e (�1 = �2)R4 (fl1 : �1; : : : ; ln : �ng ::< l : � >) `e falsewhere l is distinct from l1; : : : ; lnR5 (�1 ! �2 ::< l : �3 >) `e falseE5 9�:(� :: k) =e truewhere � 62 fv(k)E6 9�:(� :: k) =e falsewhere � 2 fv(k)F1 false `e P for P 2 
F2 9�:false =e falseRemark 4 Conditions R1 { R5 are a straightforwardextension to constraints on records. Conditions E5 {E6 de�ne how projection operates on record constraints.E5 and E6 express the fact that no recursive records areallowed. A token false is used. It represents the falseelement of the constraint system. An axiomatization isgiven in F1 and F2. The token false is assumed to becontained in the set 
 of primitive constraints.It is also important to point out that we only havewidth subtyping because we do not have the subsumptionrule in the HM(X) type system. Furthermore, we alsoforbid overloading of �eld labels. This is along the linesas in [Oho95].It remains to de�ne the set S of constraints in solvedform. First, we require that all constraints (::) in S areof the form (� :: ).We put additionally the following condition on S:S5 If C 2 S then there is an ordering < on thetype variables in C such that for allpredicates (� ::< l : � >) and � 2 fv(�) withC `e (� ::< l : � >) we have that � < �Then we de�ne S as the greatest set of constraints whichful�lls conditions S1 { S5.Remark 5 Condition S5 simply states that no recur-sive records are allowed in HM(R). Recursive recordsare also not allowed in [Oho95].We now add primitive constructs to the initial typeenvironment �0 that deal with record formation, selec-tion and update. For every constructor l1 : : : ln wehave a datatype constructorl1 : : : ln : �1 ! : : :! �n ! fl1 : �1; : : : ; ln : �ngin the initial type environment �0. l1 : : : ln allows usformation of records fl1 : �1; : : : ; ln : �ng. For each �eldlabel l we add.l : 8�; �:(� ::< l : � >)) �! �10



and modifyl : 8�; �:(� ::< l : � >)) �! � ! �to the initial type environment �0. The �rst corre-sponds to record selection, the latter to record update.The question arises how HM(R) is related to O. InHM(R) we have the same basic operations as in O. Butour constraint system di�ers in two respects from theone used in O. We have an equality predicate (=) anda projection operator 9��. The equality predicate be-comes important when we consider type inference whichwe will do in the latter. We have already pointed outthat the projection operator allows us to formulate alogically pleasing (8 Intro) rule. Essentially, the onlydi�erence between HM(R) and O lies in the introduc-tion of quanti�ed type variables. In O we have thefollowing (8 Intro) rule:(8 Intro-O) Kf� 7! kg;� ` e : � � 62 fv(�)K;� ` e : 8�:(� :: k)) �Ohori uses instead of a constraint on the left handside of a typing judgment a so-called kind assignment Kwhich can be considered as a function from type vari-ables to kinds. He writes Kf� 7! kg for the disjointextension of K with a new type variable � with kind k.We can now write the following program in O where weassume that we have a funcitoneq : 8�:�! �! Boolin an initial type environment and an operator ( ; ; )for formation of triples. We use a Haskell-style notation,adding type annotations for illustration purposes.Example 2f: 8�:(� ::< l1 : � >)) �! Intf x =let g: 8�:(� ::< l2 : � >)) � ! Intg = � y. (x.l1, (x.l1).l2, eq y (x.l1))in 1The type of f looks strange. The function f is closedbut the type of f contains the free type variable �. Wecan not quantify � at the outermost level otherwise wewould get a conict with the conditions put on a kindassignment. Furthermore, � should be a record typebut there is no such restriction put on �. Actually, thisprogram is non{sensical. We can type f but we can notapply f to an argument. The reason is that � does notappear anymore in the kind assignment K. And thismeans we can not �nd an instance for the constraint inf's type.In HM(R) we can type f in the following way.

Example 3f: 8�:9�:(� ::< l1 : � >) ^ (� ::< l2 : � >)) �! Intf x =let g: 8�:(� ::< l1 : � >) ^ (� ::< l2 : � >)) � ! Intg = � y. (x.l1, (x.l1).l2, eq y (x.l1))in 1That means, HM(R) can be seen as the proper log-ical formulation of O. Especially, we get that HM(R)models O faithful.Theorem 23 Every program typable in O is also ty-pable in HM(R).But we can type programs in HM(R) which are nottypable in O. In the above example we can apply f toan appropriate argument which is not possible in O. InSection 9 we discuss some more examples for di�erentformulations of the (8 Intro) rule and problems whichthen arise.We now consider type inference for HM(R). Thatmeans we have to show that R ful�lls the principal con-straint property. We have already mentioned that ourconstraint system di�ers from the one used in O. Wehave an equality predicate (=) and a projection oper-ator 9��. We do the following steps to prove that theprincipal constraint property holds for R. We showthat it is always possible to split a constraint in a pro-jection free subpart. Then we give a procedure whichcomputes the principal normal form of projection freeconstraints, or no normal form exists at all. Finally, weshow that it is su�cient to compute principal normalforms of projection free constraints.We now want to split a constraint into a projectionfree subpart. The idea is that we can always renametype variables which are bound by the projcetion oper-ator. It holds that9�:C =e 9�:[�=�]Cwhere � is a new type variable. That means, w.l.o.g.there are no name clashes between two projected con-straints (9�:C) ^ (9�:D)Then we can use condition E3 to shift all projectionoperators to the outermost level. We can summarizethis observation in the following lemma.Lemma 13 Let C 2 R. Then there exists a projectionfree constraint D such that C =e 9��:D .We assume now that we have a projection free con-straint D which contains only primitive predicates ofthe form (=) and (::). Furthermore, we can assume11



that all predicates (::) are of the form (� :: k) becausewe know that(� :: k) =e 9�:(� = �) ^ (� :: k)where � is a new type variable. The closure Cl(D) ofD is the smallest constraint which ful�lls the followingconditions:1. D � Cl(D)2. If (� = fl1 : �1; : : : ; ln : �ng) 2 Cl(D)then (� ::< l1 : �1 >); : : : ; (� ::< ln : �n >) 2 Cl(D)3. If (� ::< l : �1 >); (� ::< l : �2 >) 2 Cl(D)then (�1 = �2) 2 Cl(D)From a semantic view point we have not done any-thing because Cl(D) =e D. We simply have changedthe syntactic representation of D. The intention ofbuilding the closure of D is simply to generate all pred-icates (� ::< l : � 0 >) which might cause any incon-sistencies. From that we can generate all uni�cationproblems (� = � 0) which have to be resolved. The fol-lowing lemma states that we really have generated allsuch predicates.Lemma 14 Given a �eld label l and types �; � 0. If6 `e (� ::< l : � 0 >) then (� ::< l : � 0 >) 2 Cl(D) i�D `e (� ::< l : � 0 >). Furthermore, if 6 `e (� = � 0)then (� = � 0) 2 Cl(D) i� D `e (� = � 0).Then we can apply uni�cation over Herbrandterms [Rob65]. to resolve all equality predicates (=) inCl(D). Actually, that is not the whole truth. Remem-ber, we have a record type constructor with non{trivialequality relation in the term algebra T . That means,when we perform uni�cation we have to take into ac-count that records are equal modulo up to the orderof the �elds. We get a most general uni�er � of theequality predicates (=) in Cl(D). It remains to checkwhether this most general uni�er � is consistent withCl(D). That means, we check whether there are any in-consistencies in �Cl(D). If not, (�Cl(D); �) representsthe principal normal form of (D; id). We can summarizethis observation in the following lemma.Lemma 15 Given a projection free constraint D 2 Rand a substitution �. Then (D;�) does have a principalnormal form or no normal form exists.We have given now a procedure to compute the prin-cipal normal form of projection free constraints. Thenext lemma gives us a procedure to lift principal nor-mal forms of constraints to arbitrary constraints. Itstates that whenever we can compute the principal nor-mal form of a constraint D then we get the principalnormal form of the constraint 9�:D for free.

Lemma 16 Let D 2 R and � be a substitution where� 62 codom(�) [ dom(�). If (C; ) = normalize(D;�)then (9�:C;  nf�g) = normalize(9�:D; �).The next lemma states that a normal form of a con-straint exists if a normal form of the projected con-straint exist.Lemma 17 Given a substitution � where � 62 codom(�)[dom(�) and a constraint D 2 R. Then (D;�) has anormal form if (9�:D; �) has a normal form.We have now everything at hand to prove that Rhas the principal constraint property.Theorem 24 The constraint system R has the princi-pal constraint property.Proof: Assume the contrary. That means we have atuple (D;�) which has a normal form but no principalnormal form. With Lemma 13 we know that D =e9��:D0 where D0 is a projection free constraint. Thenwe apply Lemma 17 and get that the normal form of(D0; �) exists. From Lemma 15 we know that (D0; �)does have a principal normal form. With Lemma 16we can lift the principal normal form and get that theprincipal normal form of (D;�) exists. But this is acontradiction to our assumption. We get that R hasthe principal constraint property.That means, we know that the constraint system Rhas the principal constraint property and we have adecidable procedure at hand to compute the principalnormal form.We have given an instance HM(R) of our HM(X)system which deals with records. We extended the termalgebra T and had to provide a constraint system Rwhich is able to deal with records. We showed that Rsatis�es the principal constraint property.We omit the discussion of further extensions likerecord extension or recursive records. In [Sul97a] wediscuss an instance of our HM(X) framework that dealswith recursive records, extension and concatenation ofrecords. We believe that this instance provides a goodwrapper for object calculi.6 Getting a HM(X) instance for freeWhenever we want to design a new instance of ourHM(X) framework we have to give a term constraintsystem which enjoys the principal constraint property.Very often we can rely on already existing approacheswhich also use a kind of constraint system and a proce-dure to normalize constraints. For example Ohori[Oho95]introduced a constraint system where types were as-sociated with kinds. His normalization procedure is a12



form of kinded uni�cation. The main di�erence betweensuch approaches and ours is that we have a projectionoperator. It would be a nice property if we could liftalready existing constraint systems and normalizationprocedures to get an instance of our HM(X) system.For instance, in case of HM(R) we adapted an alreadyexisting constraint system. We added rules how projec-tion operates on constraints. Then, we gave a procedurewhich computes the principal normal form of projectionfree constraint. Finally, we showed how to lift this pro-cedure to arbitrary constraints.It is possible to generalize this result for a speci�cclass of constraint systems.De�nition 25 Given a term constraint system T CST .We say that T CST satis�es the lifting conditions i� thefollowing conditions hold:(L1) Every D 2 T CST has a normal formas described in Lemma 13(L2) Every projection free constraint D 2 T CSThas a principal normal form(L3) If 9�:D 2 S and D 62 S thenthere exists a � such that,9�:D =e [�=�]DTheorem 26 (Lifting) Let T CST be a term constraintsystem, such that the lifting condition holds Then T CSThas the principal constraint property.7 An extension SHM(X) with subtypesWe now consider an extension SHM(X) of our HM(X)framework that deals with subtypes. We enrich theconstraint system X with subtype constraints and weadd the subsumption rule to the logical type system.First, we introduce a constraint system that is able toexpress subtyping.De�nition 27 (Subtype Constraint System) A sub-type constraint system SC over a term algebra T isa term constraint system with the following additionalproperties. For each pair of types � and � 0 there is asubtype predicate (� � � 0) in SC, which satis�es:S1 (� = �0) =e (� � �0) ^ (�0 � �)S2 D `e (�01 � �1) D `e (�2 � �02)D `e (�1 ! �2 � �01 ! �02)S3 D `e (�1 � �2) D `e (�2 � �3)D `e (�1 � �3)

The set of solved constraints S in SC is equal to theset of satis�able constraints in SC.Now, we introduce an extension SHM(X) of the Hind-ley/Milner system with a subtype constraint system Xover a term algebra T . The subsumption rule is addedto the logical type system in Figure 1:(Sub) C;� ` e : � C `s � � �C;� ` e : �The relation `s obeys the following rules:(Entail) C `e (� � � 0)C `s � � � 0(� 8) C ^D `s � � �0 � 62 tv(�) [ tv(C)C `s � � 8�:D ) �0(8 �) C `s [��=��]� � �0 C `e [��=��]DC `s 8��:D ) � � �0As for `i , we get that the (Re-�), (Weaken) and(Trans) rules hold. That means, Lemma 9 holds also inthis case. Additionally, we have the (! Intro) rule.Lemma 18 (! Intro) Let C be a constraint and �1; �2; �3be types. If C `s � 01 � �1 and C `s �2 � � 02 thenC `s �1 ! �2 � � 01 ! � 02.It is interesting to point out that rules (8 Elim) and(Equ) are now entailed in the (Sub) rule. We can leavethem out from the typing rules for SHM(X) type sys-tems.In this case, computation of the principal normalform represents simply a satis�ability test. We get that:normalize(D;�)= (�D; �) if �D satis�able= fail otherwiseWe can show that for all subtype constraint systemsX the test whether a constraint is satis�able or not is de-cidable. We adopt the approach by Aiken/Wimmers [AW93].They use an ideal model [MPS86] to show that eachtype variable of a satis�able constraint can be assignedto an ideal in the ideal model. It is decidable to testwhether each type variable in a constraint has a solu-tion in the ideal model. It is important to note that weare not interested in the best solution. We only needa decidable satis�ability test. In case of simpli�cation,�nding the best solutions becomes an important issue.We can conclude that the principal constraint propertyholds for SHM(X) type systems.The type inference algorithm for SHM(X) type sys-tems is the same except for the (App) rule. Instead13



of the equality predicate (=) we have now the subtypepredicate (�):(App)  1; C1;� `W e1 : �1  2; C2;� `W e2 : �2 0 =  1 t  2D = C1 ^ C1 ^ (�1 � �2 ! �) � new(C; ) = normalize(D; 0) jfv(�); C;� `W e1e2 :  �We get the same results as already stated in Sec-tion 4. Furthermore, we get that type inference alwaysreports the id substitution. That is true for the (Var)rule. And whenever we have to compute a normaliza-tion we know that normalize(D; id) = (D; id). There-fore, the other inference rules report also the id substi-tution. Consider the following example.Example 4id; (� � � ! ) ^ (� �  ! �); ;`W�f:�x:f(fx) : �! � ! �:Related Work:SHM(X) is most closely related to the approach of theHopkins Object Group [EST95b]. But instead of simplyduplicating the constraint in the (8 Intro) rule we splitit up into two versions, one existentially quanti�ed theother universally quanti�ed. Consider the constraintC = (� � �) ^ (� � ):If we quantify the type variable � we get the constraint9�:C which can safely be simpli�ed to (� � ) sincethe denotation is the same for both constraints. Thetype inference algorithm of the Hopkins Object Groupkeeps the constraint C. That means their type inferencealgorithm ends up in a large constraint set whereas ourframework gives a semantic basis for simpli�cations bythe projection operator.8 Simpli�cationA current trend in research for type inference with con-strained types is to simplify constraints, see [Pot96,EST95a]. Simpli�cation deals with the problem thattype inference introduces many intermediate variableswhich make constraints large and hard to understandfor the programmer. Simpli�cation hides these inter-mediate variables. This corresponds exactly to the roleof projection in our framework.The following lemma expresses under which circum-stances we can bind type variables by the projectionoperator, that means making them invisible to the pro-grammer.

Lemma 19 Let C;� ` e : � be a typing judgment and�� 62 fv(�) [ fv(�). Then 9��:C;� ` e : �.Based on the above lemma we are able to state thefollowing simpli�cation rule:(Simp) C;� ` e : � �� 62 fv(�) [ fv(�)9��:C;� ` e : �Pottier [Pot96] and the Hopkins Object Group [EST95a]developed independently methods to remove unreach-able constraints. The (Simp) rule gives a semantic jus-ti�cation for doing so.They also examine some other simpli�cation tech-niques:� Replacing a variable with its bound:For instance, if a type variable occurs only posi-tively in a type, we can replace this type variablewith its lower bound.� Merging of variables:We consider now subtyping. If we have a typingjudgment C;� ` e : � and the cyclic constraint(� � �0) ^ (�0 � �) is entailed by C and further-more �0 is not free in � then we can substitute �0with �.All of these techniques involve computation of a sub-stitution. This substitution is applied to the given typ-ing judgment. We can state the following substitutionrule which follows immediately from Lemma 10:(Subst) C; �� ` e : � � ��0  �0jfv(�) = id C `e  C C `i  � � � C; �� ` e :  �We need the conditions�0jfv(�) = id C `e  C C `i  � � �to ensure that application of the (Subst) rule is com-plete. That means the typing judgment of the conclu-sion should be as least as general as the typing judgmentof the premise.Our framework thus supports a semantic basis forsimpli�cations. Our semantic de�nition of constraintsystems allows us to change the syntactic representa-tion of a constraint without changing its denotation.Existing simpli�cation techniques [Pot96, EST95a] canbe integrated into our framework as was sketched above.9 Related workAll constrained type systems we study extend the typejudgements � ` e : � of the Hindley/Milner system14



with a constraint hypothesis on the left hand side ofthe turnstyle, written C;� ` e : �. Furthermore, theyextend the type schemes 8��:� of the Hindley/Milnersystem with a constraint component; we write8��:C ) �to express that the constraint C restricts the types thatcan legally be substituted for the bound variables ��.All type systems have essentially the same rule foreliminating quanti�ers, which we write as follows:(8 Elim) C;� ` e : 8��D:) � 0 C `e [��=��]DC;� ` [��=��]� 0The rule is a re�nement of the corresponding rulein the Hindley/Milner system. It says that, when in-stantiating a type scheme 8��:D ) � 0, the only validinstances are those instances [��=��]� 0 which satisfy theconstraint part D of the type scheme.While there is agreement about the proper techniquefor eliminating quanti�ers in type schemes, there is re-markable disagreement about the proper way to intro-duce them. Figure 4 shows four di�erent rules thathave all been proposed in the literature. We have editedthese rules somewhat to present them in a uniform style,and have attempted to compensate for the consider-able variations in detail between published type sys-tems. Even though these details matter for each partic-ular type system, we have to abstract here from themin order to concentrate on general principles. We nowdiscuss each of the four schemes in turn.In his work in quali�ed types [Jon92], Jones usesa general framework for type quali�cation with a ruleequivalent to rule (8 Intro-1). Any constraint can beshifted from the assumption on the left to the typescheme on the right of the turnstyle; it is not checkedif the constraint so traded is satis�able or not. Thismight lead to programs that are well-typed as a whole,even though some parts have unsatis�able constraints.To give an example, assume that our constraints aresubtyping constraints (�) in a type system with records.Let us assume that there is a parametrized type List�with a less �eld such that for all types � ,List � � fless : List � ! Boolg:Let us further assume that there is a value Nil of type8�:true ) List� that represents the empty list. Con-sider the following (nonsensical) program.Example 5letf: 8�:(List� � fless : Bool! Boolg)) List�! List�f x = if x.less(true) then x else Nilin 1end

We use a Haskell-style notation, adding type anno-tations for illustration purposes. Using rule (8 Intro-1),the program in 5 is well-typed, even though we wouldnot expect the constraint in function f's type scheme tohave a solution, since the function type List� would nothave a less �eld of type Bool ! Bool.In the ideal semantics of types [MPS86], which rep-resents universal quanti�cation by intersection, f 's typewould be an empty intersection, which is equal thewhole type universe including the error element wrong.However, the whole program in 5 is still sound becauseevery application of f must provide a valid instantia-tion of the constraint. Since the constraint is unsat-is�able, no application is possible. In essence, Jonestreats constraints as proof obligations that have to beful�lled by presenting \evidence" at the instantiationsite. This scheme is clearly inspired by Haskell's imple-mentation of overloading by dictionary passing. It runsinto problems if one ever wants to compute a value of aconstrained type without any instantiation sites, as inthe following slight variation of Example 5.Example 6let y: 8�:(List� � fless : Bool! Boolg)) Booly = Nil.less(true)in 1endJones excludes this code on the grounds that y's typeis ambiguous, but it is unclear how to generalize thisrestriction to arbitrary constraint systems.Nevertheless, it might be possible to integrate Jones'approach into our HM(X) framework, thus giving it asemantic basis independent of dictionary passing. Theessential idea is that we have to restrict ourselves toconstraint systems in which projections of solved con-straints are trivial, i.e `e 9�:C, for all constraints C 2S , type variables � 2 fv(C). The term constraint sys-tem T CST on the other hand, can have non{trivial pro-jections. In this case, our rule (8 Intro) simpli�es to(8 Intro-1).Note, that trivial projections correspond well to Haskell's\open world" assumption, which says that the rangeof possible instance types for an overloaded operationis not �xed in advance. Therefore, we can never ruleout that a given constraint which still has free variablesmight have a solution. A formalization of this principleusing a \bottom type" [OWW95] makes it possible tode�ne a compositional semantics for Haskell{style over-loading.In the type system of Aiken/Wimmers [AW93], mov-ing a constraint from the left hand side of the turnstyleto the right-hand side is allowed only if the constraint is15



No satis�ability check[Jon92]: C ^D;� ` e : � �� 62 fv(C) [ fv(�)C;� ` e : 8��:D ) � (8 Intro-1)Weak satis�ability check[AW93]: C ^D;� ` e : � 9D �� 62 fv(C) [ fv(�)C;� ` e : 8��:D ) � (8 Intro-2)Strong satis�ability check[Smi91]: C ^D;� ` e : � C ` [��=��]D �� 62 fv(C) [ fv(�)C;� ` e : 8��:D ) � (8 Intro-3)Duplication[EST95b]: C ^D;� ` e : � �� 62 fv(C) [ fv(�)C ^D;� ` e : 8��:D ) � (8 Intro-4)Figure 4: Versions of the quanti�er introduction rulesatis�able (i.e. has a solution). Hence, none of the pre-vious examples would be typable with rule (8 Intro-2),which they use. However, this example is typable.Example 7let f: 8�:� ! Intf x =let y: 8�:(List� � fless : � ! Boolg)) Booly = Nil.less(x)in 1in f trueThe constraint List� � fless : � ! Boolg has a solution,namely � = List�. Therefore, using rule (8 Intro-2) wecan generalize y's type to8�:(List� � fless : � ! Boolg):Bool:On the other hand, if we substitute the actual parame-ter true in f's de�nition, we get again Example 6 whichis not typable under the system with (8 Intro-2). Hence,the system with (8 Intro-2) does not enjoy the propertyof subject reduction, which says that if a term is ty-pable then its reduction instances are typable as well.In a later version, they use rule (8 Intro-4) instead.Where Aiken andWimmers require only a weak formof satis�ability for traded constraints, G. Smith requiresa strong one [Smi91]. In rule (8 Intro-3), the traded con-straint D must be solvable by instantiation of only thequanti�ed variables ��. Hence, all three previous exam-ples would be untypable under his system. However,(8 Intro-3) rule seem overly restrictive, depending onthe constraint system used. In a type system in whichsubtyping is by declaration, assume we have a recordtype type Less a = fless: a!Boolg

with precisely two instances:Int � fless: Int ! BoolgChar � fless: Char ! BoolgNow consider the following program:Example 8let f: 8�:� ! Intf x =let g y = y.less(x)in 1in 1When typing the de�nition of g, Smith's system requiresa solution of the constraint � � Less; � , where � is y'stype. Two solutions exist: � = Int or � = Char, there isno best type for y that improves on both solutions.The system of the Hopkins Objects Group [EST95b]di�ers from the previous three systems in that in rule(8 Intro-4) the constraint D is copied instead of moved;there are no restrictions on when the copying can takeplace. Under this scheme, the �rst three examples wouldbe rejected and the fourth one would be accepted, whichcorresponds fairly well to our intuition. At the sametime, rule (8 Intro-4) seems strange in that its conclu-sion contains two copies of the constraint D, one inwhich the type variables � are bound and one in whichthey are free. Actually, the Hopkins Objects Groupuse a slightly di�erent system in which generalizationis coupled with the let rule and one of the two con-straints undergoes a variable renaming. HM(X) canbe seen as the proper logical formulation of their morealgorithmically{formulated type system. Furthermore,instead of dealing exclusively with subtype constraints,we admit arbitrary constraint systems. Finally, we have16



already seen that our use of projection gives a seman-tic justi�cation to the simpli�cation techniques theystudy [EST95a].10 ConclusionWe have presented a general frameworkHM(X) for Hind-ley/Milner style type systems with constraints. Con-straint systems are introduced in terms of cylindric al-gebras. We have introduced a new formulation of the(8 Intro) rule. Also, if the constraint domain X hasthe principal normal form property we get the princi-pal type property. To design a full language or staticanalysis based on our approach, one must simply checkthat the conditions on the constraint system are met. Ifthis is the case, one gets a type inference algorithm andthe principal type property for free. We have given aninstance of our HM(X) framework that deals with poly-morphic records. Based on the record system of Ohori,we have shown how to encode his system in terms ofour HM(X) framework. The critical part was to liftexistence and computation of kinded uni�cation to ar-bitrary constraints. By the Lifting Theorem 26 it is notdi�cult to encode also further systems. Furthermore,we discussed an extension SHM(X) of HM(X) wherewe additionally have subtype constraints. We addedthe subsumption rule to our logical type system. Wecould show that the principal constraint property holdsin general for SHMX(X) type systems. That means,type inference for SHM(X) type systems always com-putes principal types.Our HM(X) framework provides a foundation to ex-periment with new constraint domains in a systematicway. It remains a topic for the future to consider furtherapplications.References[AW93] Alexander Aiken and Edward L. Wimmers.Type inclusion constraints and type infer-ence. In FPCA '93: Conference on Func-tional Programming Languages and Com-puter Architecture, Copenhagen, Denmark,pages 31{41, New York, June 1993. ACMPress.[BSvG95] Kim B. Bruce, Angela Schuet, and Robertvan Gent. Polytoil: A type-safe polymor-phic object-oriented language (extended ab-stract). In Procceding of ECOOP, pages 27{51. Springer Verlag, 1995. LNCS 952.
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The following two lemmas can both be proven by astraightforward induction on the derivation ` .Lemma 20 Given C;� ` e : � and a substitution �such that � is consistent with respect to C and �. Then�C; �� ` e : ��.Lemma 21 Given C;� ` e : � and a constraint D 2 Ssuch that D `e C. Then D;� ` e : �.We restate Theorem 20 in the following lemma.Lemma 22 (Soundness of `W ) Given a type envi-ronment � and a term e. If  ;C;� `W e : � thenC; � ` e : � ,  C = C and  � = � .Proof: We apply induction on the derivation `W . Weonly consider one case. The other cases can be provenin a similar style.Case (App) 1; C1;� `W e1 : �1  2; C2;� `W e2 : �2 0 =  1 t  2D = C1 ^ C1 ^ (�1 = �2 ! �) � new(C; ) = normalize(D; 0) jfv(�); C;� `W e1e2 :  �We apply the induction hypothesis to the left and rightpremise and getC1;  1� ` e1 : �1  1C1 = C1  1�1 = �1and C2;  2� ` e2 : �2  2C2 = C2  2�2 = �2With Lemma 21 we can conclude thatC; 1� ` e1 : �1 C; 2� ` e2 : �2W.l.o.g. we can assume that all identi�er in � are con-tained in e1 and e2 and not more. This fact and normal-ization ensures that  is consistent in C and �. Thenwe can apply Lemma 20 and obtainC; � ` e1 :  �1 C; � ` e2 :  �2We also now that `e ( �2 =  �1 !  (�)) because theconstraint (�1 = �2 ! �) has been resolved by normal-ization. Hence, we can �rst apply the (Equ) rule andthen the (App) rule and getC; � ` e1e2 :  (�)

B Proof of Theorem 22 (Completeness)In order to prove completeness we have to do a littlemore work. The idea is to introduce two intermediatederivations. But the last derivation looks much morelike a type inference algorithm. We then show that allderivations have the same expressive power.First, we introduce some basic lemmas. We statethem without proof. A detailed discussion can be foundin [Sul97b]. The �rst lemma states that we can liftentailment between two constraints to the generalizedconstraints.Lemma 23 Given type environments �, �0, constraintsC; ~C, types �; � 0 and substitutions �; �0;  such that `i�� � �0, C `e �0 ~C and  ��0fv(�) �. Then Co `e �0 ~Cowhere Co = gen2(C;�; � 0) and ~Co = gen2( ~C; �; �).The next lemma is similar to the previous one. It issimply formulated for types.Lemma 24 Given type environments �, �0, constraintsC; ~C, types �; � 0 and substitutions �; �0;  such that `i�� � �0, C `e �0 ~C, C `i �0� � � 0 and  ��0fv(�) �.Then `i �0~�o � �o where �o = gen1(C;�; � 0) and ~�o =gen1( ~C; �; �).By the next Lemma we lift some properties aboutconstraints and substitution to the same constraints butextended substitution.Lemma 25 Given constraints C1; C 0 and substitutions ;  1; : : : ;  n; �; �1 such that  1C1 = C1, C 0 `e �01C1, =  1 t : : : t  n,  ��0fv(�) �,  1 ��01fv(�) �. ThenC 0 `e (�0 �  )C1.The next Lemma is similar to the previous one butit is stated for the `i relation.Lemma 26 Given a constraint C 0, type schemes ~�; �00and substitutions  ;  1; : : : ;  n; �; �1 such that  1~� =~�, C 0 `i �01~� � �00,  =  1 t : : : t  n,  ��0fv(�) �, 1 ��01fv(�) �. Then C 0 `i (�0 �  )~� � �00.Now, we introduce the intermediate derivations. Weintroduce a derivation `2 which is based on derivation` in �gure 1. Instead of rule (8 Elim) we have thefollowing new (Inst) rule in `2 :(Inst) C;� `2 x : � (x : � 2 � C `i � � �)All other rules stay unchanged. The idea of deriva-tion `2 is simply to enforce (8 Elim) steps as early aspossible.Next, we consider a syntax directed derivation `s .We also want to get rid of the (8 Intro) rule. This rule19



is combined with the (Let) rule and the rest of the rulesremain unchanged:(Var) C;� `s x : � (x : � 2 � C `i � � �)(Abs) C;�x:x : � `s e : � 0C;�x `s �x:e : � ! � 0(App) C;� `s e1 : �1 ! �2 C;� `s e2 : �1C;� `s e1e2 : �2(Let) C;�x `s e : � (C 0; �) = gen(C;�x; �)C 00;�x:x : � `s e0 : � 0C 0 ^ C 00;�x `s let x = e in e0 : � 0Note, in the (Let) we implicitely state that the con-straint C 0^C 00 is in solved form. Remember that the setof constraints of solved forms is not necessarily closedunder ^ in general. That means, when we apply the(Let) we always have to ensure that C 0^C 00 is in solvedform.How these derivations are connected is stated in thenext lemmas. The �rst two lemmas can both be provenby a straightforward induction on the derivation rela-tion.Lemma 27 (Equivalence of ` and `2 ) Given a typeenvironment �, a constraint C, a term e and a typescheme �. Then C;� ` e : � i� C;� `2 e : �.Lemma 28 (Soundness of `s ) Given C;� `s e : � .Then C;� ` e : � .We now show that `s is complete with respect to`2 and `W is complete with respect to `2 . In order toprove it we have to strengthen the assumption about thegiven type environment. This is due to the (Let) rulewhere the two premises use di�erent type environments.Therefore, we introduce the following de�nition.De�nition 28 Let C be a constraint and � and �0 betype environments such that � = fx1 : �1; : : : ; xn : �ngand �0 = fx1 : �01; : : : ; xn : �0ng. Then C `i �0 � � i�C `i �0i � �i 8i : i 2 f1; : : : ; ng.Lemma 29 (Completeness of `s ) Given C 0;�0 `2e : �0, C 0 `i � � �0 and �0 is realizable in C 0. Then(a) �0 = � : C;� `s e : � C 0 `e C(b) otherwise : C;� `s e : � (�o; Co) = gen(C;�; �)C 0 `e Co C 0 `i �o � �Proof:We use induction on the derivation `s . Due to spacelimitation we only show one case.

Case (Let) We have the following situation:C 0;�0x `2 e : � C 0;�0x:x : � `2 e0 : � 0C 0;�0x `2 let x = e in e0 : � 0First, we consider the case if � is a type � . We apply theinduction hypothesis to left premise and get C1;�x `se : � and C 0 `e C1. We set (�o; Co) = gen(C1;�x; �).It is an easy observation that C 0 `i �o � � holds. Now,we apply the induction hypothesis to the right premise.This yields C2;�x:x : �o `s e0 : � 0 and C 0 `e C2. Weknow that C 0 `e Co ^C2 which ensures that Co^C2 isin solved form. We can apply the (Let) rule and obtainCo ^ C2;�x `s let x = e in e0 : � 0.Now, let us consider the case if � is a type scheme.Application of the induction hypothesis to the left premiseyields:C1;�x `s e : � (�o; Co) = gen(C1;�x; �)C 0 `i �o � � C 0 `e Co:We can conclude that �0:x : � is realizable in C 0 becauseC 0;�0 `i2 e : �. Then we can apply the inductionhypothesis to the right and getC2;�x:x : �o `s e : � 0 C 0 `e C2:We can conclude that C 0 `e Co^C2 which ensures thatCo ^ C2 is in solved form. We can apply the (Let) ruleand get Co ^ C2;�x `s let x = e in e0 : � 0Lemma 30 (Completeness of `W ) Given C 0;�0 `se : � 0 and `i �� � �0. Then ;C;� `W e : �for some substitution  , constraint C and type � suchthat,  ��0fv(�) � C 0 `e �0C `i �0� � �0where �0 = gen1(C 0;�0; � 0) and � = gen1(C;�; �).Proof: We use induction on the derivation `s . Dueto space limitation we only show one case.Case (App) We have the following situation:C 0;�0 `s e1 : � 01 ! � 02 C 0;�0 `s e2 : � 01C 0;�0 `s e1e2 : � 0120



Application of the induction hypothesis yields 1; C1;� `W e1 : �1  1 ��01fv(�) �C 0 `e �01C1 `i �01�1 � �01�01 = gen1(C 0;�0; � 01 ! � 02) �1 = gen1(C1;  1�; �1)(1)and  2; C2;� `W e2 : �2  2 ��02fv(�) �C 0 `e �02C2 `i �02�2 � �02�02 = gen1(C 0;�0; � 01) �2 = gen1(C2;  2�; �2)W.l.o.g. we assume �i = 8��:Ci ) �i. We want torename all bound type variables, we de�ne a renamingsubstition � = [�=��]. We now deal with the type scheme8�:�Ci ) ��i. From 1 we know that`i �01�1 � �01 `i �02�2 � �02We have already convinced us in Lemma 8 that we canuse `i2 instead. Then it is not di�cult to follow thatboth above statement must have been derived fromC 0 `e (�1 � �01 � �)C1 C 0 `i (�1 � �01 � �)�1 � � 01 ! � 02C 0 `e �2 � �02 � �C2 C 0 `i (�2 � �02 � �)�2 � � 01where �i's are solution to the bound type variables.We set  0 =  1 t  2 then we get that  0 ��0fv(�) �.We de�ne �3 = [� 02=�] and � = �1 t �2 t �3. We setD = C1 ^ C2 ^ (�1 = �2 ! �). We now apply Lem-mas 25 and 26. In this case we additionally deal withsubstitutions �; �1; �2; �3. Simply think that �0 is nowattached with �. The same holds for �01 and �1 and also�02 and �2. This does not cause any trouble because �i'soperate only on bound type variables. We get thatC 0 `e (� � �0 �  0 � �)C1C 0 `e (� � �0 �  0 � �)C2C 0 `e (� � �0 �  0 � �)�1 � � 01 ! � 02C 0 `e (� � �0 �  0 � �)�2 � � 01:We can conclude thatC 0 `e (� � �0 �  0 � �)�1 � (� � �0 �  0 � �)�2 ! � 02:By de�nition it holds that (� � �0 �  0 � �)(�) = � 02 andthen we get thatC 0 `e (� � �0 �  0 � �)D:But that means (C 0; � � �0 �  0) is a normal form of(�D; � � �0 � 0). Because HM(X) satis�es the principalconstraint property we know that there exist a principalnormal form of (�D; � � �0 �  0). That means we getnormalize(D; � � �0 �  0) = (C; ) where �� � � �0 �  0 � � C 0 `e �C: (2)

Then we can deduce that(� �  )jfv(�) = (� � �0 �  0)jfv(�) = �Hence, we get that  ��fv(�) �It remains to show that `i ��o � �0o where�0o = gen1(C 0;�0; � 02) and �o = gen1(C; �;  (�)):We have already seen that (� � �0 �  0 � �)(�) = � 02.Because of the choice of the substitution � it holds alsothat (���0� 0)(�) = � 02. And from 2 we get (�� )(�) =� 02. That means, we know thatC 0 `e �C C 0 `i (� �  )(�) � � 02Now we can apply Lemma 24 and get `i ��o � �0oas desired. Finally, we apply the (App) rule and get jfv(�); C;� `W e1e2 :  (�).Before we prove the main theorem we state the fol-lowing corollary which is based on Lemma 29.Corollary 3 Given C 0;�0 `2 e : �0, C 0 `i � � �0 and�0 is realizable in C 0. ThenC;� `s e : �such that C 0 `e Co C 0 `i �o � �where (�o; Co) = gen(C;�; �).Now we have everything at hand to prove complete-ness of type inference.Theorem 29 Given C 0;�0 ` e : �0, C 0 `i �� � �0and �0 is realizable in C 0. Then ;C;� `W e : �for some substitution  , constraint C and type � suchthat,  ��0fv(�) � C 0 `e �0Co C 0 `i �0�o � �0where (�o; Co) = gen(C; �; �).Proof: First, we apply Lemma 27 in order to get aderivation in `2 . Then, we can apply Corollary 3 andget C; �� `s e : �(�o; Co) = gen(C; ��; �)C 0 `e Co C 0 `i �o � �0 (3)21



After that we apply Lemma 30 (completeness of `W )and get  ; ~C;� `W e : ~�  ��0fv(�) �(~�o; ~Co) = gen( ~C; �; ~�)C `e �0 ~C `i �0~�o � �o:It remains to show1. C 0 `i �0~�o � �02. C 0 `e �0 ~Co.We know that C `e �0 ~C with Lemma 23 we get thatCo `e �0 ~Co. From 3 we know that C 0 `e Co and be-cause `e is transitive we get that C 0 `e �0 ~Co. Also, weknow that C 0 `i �o � �0 and because `i is transitiveand closed under strengthening the constraint we getC 0 `i �0~�o � �0.Then we get Theorem 22 as a corollary from Theo-rem 29.
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